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Many students find mechanical concepts counterintuitive, difficult, and often have a negative perception of physics and biomechanics classes. This paper reviews the research on learning mechanical concepts from the physics and biomechanics literature. Substantial progress has been made in standardized tests of biomechanical concepts and identifying factors that are associated with learning these concepts. Active learning pedagogies double learning of physics and biomechanics concepts compared to traditional lecture/lab instruction. Biomechanics instructors should consider using research-based instructional strategies, participate in and support the scholarship of teaching and learning of biomechanical concepts.
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Teaching introductory biomechanics is a challenging task. Many exercise science/kinesiology majors have negative perceptions about physics and the introductory biomechanics course, often avoiding them for as long as possible. Teaching biomechanics is also challenging because two difficult bodies of knowledge must be integrated: the complexity of human anatomy and counter intuitive nature of Newtonian mechanics. Biomechanics faculty in North America have noticed these problems and tried to address them by organizing six teaching conferences to discuss these issues since 1977. Knudson (2010) reviewed the research on teaching and learning biomechanics published in the first five conference proceedings and peer-reviewed journals. This paper extends this review of biomechanics and physics education research on learning mechanical concepts. The review is organized around the increased interest in the scholarship of teaching and learning in higher education, physics education research, research on learning biomechanical concepts, and the application of this research to improve learning of biomechanical concepts.

INTEREST IN SCHOLARSHIP OF TEACHING AND LEARNING (STL): Considerable interest has developed in studying the pedagogy and learning of knowledge from numerous academic disciplines since Boyer (1990) called for greater acceptance of STL in higher education. STL is usually considered systematic scholarship that presents data on student learning that is ultimately peer-reviewed and presented to an external audience. There are now over 400 journals devoted to STL in various disciplines. While there is general interest in pedagogical research in most disciplines, there is great interest specifically in learning science concepts and scientific thinking. It is widely believed in North America that there is a need for improved instruction in science/engineering/technology/math (STEM).

PHYSICS EDUCATION RESEARCH: Fortunately for biomechanics faculty, the parent discipline of physics has a long history of STL, particularly in the area of Newtonian mechanics. Several standardized tests of physics concepts have been developed. The most famous may be the Force Concept Inventory which measures mastery of concepts of force and Newton’s Laws of Motion (Hestenes et al. 1992). Typical students in introductory physics have difficulty learning these concepts with normalized learning scores (g) of 20% (Haake, 1998). These difficulties persist despite students solving numerous external quantitative problems (Kim and Pak, 2002) or observing demonstrations (Crouch et al. 2004). Much of these difficulties results from interference from incorrect and persistent, preconceptions of the causes of motion (Halloun and Hestenes, 1985; McDermott, 1991). Considerable research has explored conceptual change of beliefs about the causes of motion and noted that new conceptual models are unstable and context dependent (Elby, 2001), as
well as several strategies that can be used to help students with the difficulty and discomfort in transitioning to new conceptual understandings (Duit and Teague, 2003). One effective pedagogy has been active learning or interactive engagement. Numerous physics education research studies have reported that active learning effectively doubles the learning of mechanical concepts (Hake, 1998), and these improvements in learning can be implemented in large classes with minor changes in facilities and faculty training (Beichner et al. 2007). Good reviews of these active learning strategies in physics have been published (Hake, 1998; Henderson and Dancy, 2009; Redish and Steinberg 1999). My co-presenters in this applied session will go into detail on how active learning pedagogies can be effective in helping students learn new and difficult biomechanical concepts.

RESEARCH ON LEARNING BIOMECHANICAL CONCEPTS: While biomechanics faculty had organized two teaching conferences, it was not until the 3rd national conference in 1991 that actual data on student learning biomechanical concepts (STL) was presented (Knudson, Morrison, and Reeve, 1991). Over the first five teaching conferences STL on biomechanical concepts represented a small minority (0-18%) of papers published in the conference proceedings (Knudson, 2010). The majority of the education papers published in the teaching conference proceedings and journals since 1980 tended to report course concepts, activities, or technologies without explicit data on learning (Knudson, 2010).

There have been some studies of learning in biomechanics and over the years four benchmarks have emerged for documenting learning biomechanics concepts: instructor tests based on their own (Dixon, 200) or NASPE (2003) standards (e.g. Bird et al. 1997); the Force Concept Inventory (e.g. Coleman, 2001), and the Biomechanics Concept Inventory (Knudson 2004, 2006; Knudson et al. 2003).

Bird et al. (1997) reported that a typical biomechanics course could improve mastery of the NASPE standards from 18 to 74%. Similarly, Coleman (2001) reported the introductory biomechanics course at the University of Edinburgh improved mastery of Newton’s Laws of motion from about 30% to 70% using the Force Concept Inventory. Several studies using the Biomechanics Concept Inventory (BCI) have reported results consistent with physics education research. Traditional introductory biomechanics course instruction results in improvement from pre to post-test of 25 and 40%, which is equivalent a g score of 20% (Knudson 2004, 2006; Knudson et al. 2003). This is far short of maximum possible improvement or mastery of the national course objectives desired by most faculty for their students.

Several descriptive studies have used the BCI to identify variables that are associated learning biomechanical concepts. Typical course and instructor variables commonly assumed to be good instructional practice, account for much smaller variance (2-5%) in learning (Knudson et al. 2009) than student characteristics and behaviors (14 – 40%) do (Hsieh and Knudson, 2008; Hsieh et al. 2010). Consistent with physics research, the student characteristics that were significantly related to learning biomechanics concepts were grade point average, and student’s perception of career relevance, and their interest in the subject (Hsieh and Knudson, 2008; Hsieh et al. 2010). One important observation was that increasing course credit hours from 3 to 4, essentially a 66% increase in contact hours because of a required laboratory more than doubled learning (Knudson et al. 2009). The universities with labs in this study used conceptually-focused, active learning experiences emphasizing what students could see, feel, and think about course concepts over calculations and word problems. Figure 1 illustrates this and typical learning scores from traditional and active learning instruction in introductory physics.

Knudson et al. (2009) also reported a weak inverse association (r = -0.18) between average spending on labs and learning. This small effect was interpreted as a possible distraction effect of technology that has also been reported in hypermedia and visualization research (Chandler, 2009). Published research reports on teaching biomechanics with computer simulation instructional technology mirror these results with learning about equal to traditional
instruction (Duncan and Lyons, 2008; McPherson and Guthrie, 1991; Pandy et al. 2004; Roselli and Brophy, 2006; Washington et al. 1999). Students tend to interact superficially with interactive physics simulations, unless specifically trained to use these new learning tools (Yeo et al. 2004). These effects could explain why dramatic improvements in software and computing power, as well as numerous papers proposing interactive, multimedia and computer instructional programs (e.g. Carlton et al. 1999; Chow et al. 2000; Kirtley and Smith, 2001; Nicol and Liebscher, 1983) that have not been tested with pedagogical research or adopted based on anecdotal evidence of improved learning. It is likely that computers and multimedia provide no unique pedagogical advantage to the hard cognitive work of engagement with new, counterintuitive mechanical concepts over other pedagogies for most students.
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**Figure 1.** Mean learning in introductory biomechanics courses with 3 credit hours and 4 credit hours (required laboratory) measured with the BCI (Knudson et al. 2009) and mechanics in university physics measured with the force concept inventory (Hake, 1998).

**APPLICATION AND SUMMARY:**

STL in physics and biomechanics confirm that learning mechanical concepts is difficult for most students. Helping student change these incorrect conceptions about motion is difficult and not easily resolved by quantification and interactive multimedia technology. Considerable research in these areas supports the following recommendations for improving learning in introductory biomechanics classes. Instructors should learn about active learning strategies, like breaking up lectures with several questions and active learning activities. Second, listen and attend to student interest and experience in learning and career aspirations. Third, design active, often qualitative laboratory experiences that align with student interest and professional applications. Fourth, faculty should support the STL in biomechanics to improve instruction and recruit future scholars/teachers to the field. Future research should focus on measures of student learning of biomechanics concepts and prospectively explore active learning strategies that have been shown to be more effective in learning mechanical concepts than traditional instruction.
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